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Hello, Jason!  Here is your weekly digest of noteworthy news items regarding
the Peace Bridge international boarder crossing. This email newsletter is a
publication of the Niagara Gateway Columbus Park Association of Buffalo,
New York.  Visit us online at MoveThePlaza.com.

View this email in your browser

War and Peace Bridge
Waiting for it all to blow over

In the same week
as an historic
display of
cooperation
between the
Public Bridge
Authority and the
Peace Bridge
neighborhood
marked by civil
dialogue and
community
outreach, the
Department of Environmental Conservation published the results of its air quality
monitoring (underwritten by the Public Bridge Authority) to much skepticism and sharp
criticism.  In addition, the U.S. caucus to the bridge authority sought to delay the start of
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work on Peace Bridge redecking.  Meanwhile, the New York State Department of
Transportation unveiled its plan to "improve" ingress and egress at the Peace Bridge plaza;
a project considered by many to be part of a concerted effort by state government to
circumvent the long-standing court ruling prohibiting segmentation of plaza expansion. 
Add to that reports of wholesale defections from NY Governor Cuomo's staff, and your
result is the usual SNAFU of Peace Bridge Politics.

What, you expected different?
 

This Course, Discourse

 
A Peaceful Peace Bridge Discourse
 

The new era of commonality
between the Public Bridge
Authority and the neighborhood
commenced last week during the
2013 Conference on the
Environment: A Bi-National
Sustainability Summit sponsored by state and local planning and environmental groups.  It
was there, before an audience of environmental professionals and community leaders from
around the globe, that the bridge authority and community engaged in their first civil
dialogue of the "modern era".

Read about it in this Artvoice article.

Will it lead to an equitable outcome for all concerned?  While some remain wary, a
development like this can at least help both sides communicate their positions; or not.  The
rest us up to all of us.

Tailored to Fit, Dressed to Kill

http://artvoice.com/issues/v12n41/news_briefs/peace_bridge_discourse
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DEC finds air quality near Peace Bridge
meets federal standards
 
Study sharply criticized by neighbors, activists
 
In news that should surprise no one (found in this Buffalo News
article), the DEC confirmed that residents of the Peace Bridge
neighborhood are not sick after all.  It must come as great relief to
all those suffering and dying that the major cause of their medical
problems is, well, ...unknown.

Of course, the study could never never have confirmed the reality
on the ground for several reasons:

The study was conducted off-season; i.e, during a time
when traffic, and thus emissions, are at their lowest.
The monitors were placed away from locations with the
highest density of emissions, or "hot-spots",
as identified by previous, peer-reviewed,
medical research conducted in the area.
The monitors measure only fine particulate
matter, and not ultra-fine particulate matter,
the cause of all inflammation and disease. 
In fact, not only is there no acceptable level
of exposure to ultra-fine particulates yet
established by the government, there is no
consensus even on what instrument to use
to measure them.

Characteristically, the news was met with great
relief by politicians in lockstep with "progress" at
the Peace Bridge and major scorn by residents, community leaders, and clean air
advocates.

To add insult to injury, those who attended the Public Meeting held by the DEC before the
project commenced may recall the DEC representative himself stating there was "no need
for a study" as it has "already been established" if you live in a high traffic area like this
one, you are "at risk."

http://www.buffalonews.com/city-region/buffalo/dec-finds-air-quality-near-peace-bridge-meets-federal-standards-20131009
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Imagine that.

Slow down to prevent a slow down

 
U.S. contingent seeks to delay approval of
Peace Bridge redecking
 
State representatives look at alternatives
 
 
According to this Buffalo News
article, in an effort to have their
cake and eat too and "after loudly
protesting delays in Peace Bridge
projects for almost a year,"  the
U.S. caucus to the Public Bridge
Authority, in the person of many-
hatted state functionary Sam
Hoyt, asked the authority board to
delay approval of the $72 million
plan to redeck the aging bridge. 
The U.S. contingent needs the
time "to study various options" for
preventing travel delays during the reconstruction. 

http://www.buffalonews.com/city-region/us-contingent-seeks-to-delay-approval-of-peace-bridge-redecking-20131011
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As the deck work is scheduled to
last three years and require
complete lane shut downs during
all but the height of the summer
months, one wonders exactly
what options there are to
consider: a ferry or cable car,
perhaps?  How about just banning
commercial traffic altogether from
the bridge?

No matter what they finally decide, our prediction is this: a child born today will be stuck in
traffic on the Peace Bridge as he drives across, sixteen years from now, in his first
automobile.

Incidentally, according to this CHCH TV report, Canadians are already fed up with delays
at the Peace Bridge caused by the current folly of U.S. government shutdown.

Under the Radar
 
 
Peace Bridge traffic redesign goes before the
public
 
The NYS DOT held a
"Public Information
Meeting" for its Gateway
Connections Improvement
Project  with little notice
and scant media
coverage (save for these
brief WBFO radio reports:
this one before and this
one after the meeting). 
The DOT appears
determined to quietly perform all its due diligence as lead agency in what is the veritable

http://www.chch.com/delays-peace-bridge/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=delays-peace-bridge
http://m.news.wbfo.org/?utm_referrer=#mobile/37608
http://m.news.wbfo.org/?utm_referrer=#mobile/37574
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first phase of the Peace Bridge expansion, or "the project that dare not speak its name."

To their further discredit, the entire endeavor feels like a last minute rehash, poorly planned
and presented; a shady low rent affair unworthy of even a government agency.

And while State Assemblyman Sean Ryan sounds like an architect of this project in the
radio reports, in person at the public information meeting he exhibited a surprising lack of
knowledge of the plan; in other words, he acted like a politician.

Read all about it on the NYS DOT website.  But don't expect to learn anything.

 

Abandon ship?
 
 
Speculation builds that Duffy might not be on
Cuomo’s ticket next year
 
Will NY Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo run with another mate
next year?  Rumors have circulated for months about
imminent resignations by several of the governors staff. 
(The Buffalo News does its best to spread the rumors in
this recent article). 

Most prominent in the parade of marching names is Lt. Gov. Robert Duffy.  If Duffy is
leaving, he's keeping that news to himself; but it's no secret the governor is a "demanding"
boss; and our money's on a lot of new faces in state government soon.

https://www.dot.ny.gov/portal/page/portal/content/delivery/Main-Projects/576080-Home/576080-Repository/Scoping%20Meeting%20Display%20Boards.pdf
http://www.buffalonews.com/city-region/albany-politics/speculation-builds-that-duffy-might-not-be-on-cuomos-ticket-next-year-20131010
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Parting Shot

 
As these photos show, the St. Mary's-on-the-Hill
Memorial Parking lot in Buffalo's historic Prospect
Hill community is finally taking shape, as an
irreplaceable neighborhood anchor is converted to
new surface parking. 

Thank you good neighbor D'Youville College. 
Where would we park without
you?
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